
Chapter 5
Music and Politics

____________________________________________________________________
(1) 7-12, C/U
Pages 56-60
Writing Up “What’s Happening”, Revisited.  

Read the description of the visit to a village for a concert in the central square.  What
sort of description is it: particular, normative, or interpretive?  Explain your response
to classmates or colleagues (see text page 12).
__________________________________________________________________
(2) E
Pages 60-64
Historical Preservation

Draw attention to the manner in which historical periods, people, and events are
preserved in museums, pageantry, theatrical productions.  Organize a field trip to a
“cultural village” or museum where people may wear costumes  (venues that come to
mind are the Colonial Village at Williamsburg, Virginia; The Dearborn Museum,
Michigan; Stone Mountain, Georgia; Knotts Berry Farm, Los Angeles, California;
Tillicum Village, Seattle, Washington).  Look for ways in which the historical culture
is preserved through costumes, scenic backdrops, demonstrations, and performances.
Discuss why people, including Bulgarian musicians and dancers, value and enjoy
preserving replicas of traditional life of bygone days, even as their lives have become
modernized. Ask: “do you know people who do not enjoy such old things” (for some
people may prefer the modern to the historically preserved ways of a culture)?
__________________________________________________________________
(3) AA
CD Track 21
Choral Rendition of a Folksong from a Pazardzhik Ensemble

1. Play selection.  Listen to the arrangement of a traditional song.  Note the traditional
qualities that were preserved: voice quality, ornamentation, drone.  Notice the newer
feature of three-part vocal harmony that had not been a part of traditional village
music.

2. As you listen, try to hum along on the drone-pitch, which anchors the tonality as
the other voices rise above it.

3. Pat out the rhythm pattern of the melody as it occurs: // // // // ’ // // / (rest, that is,
twelve eighth-notes, one quarternote, one rest).  Count the even more frequent
appearance of the pattern,   // // / (rest).  Notice how the rhythm breaks at regular
periods for the choral voices to sound their suspended harmonies.
__________________________________________________________________



(4) 7-12/C/U
CD Track 22
Instrumental Suite from the Pazardzhik Region [by the Pazardzhik Ensemble]
  
1. Play selection. Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer:  Kaval (flute), gaida (bagpipe),
six gŭdulkas (bowed lutes), string bass, two plucked lutes called tambura, and a tŭpan
(drum). 

2. Notice how the instruments take turns in their prominent performance of the
melody, in this order: (1) gŭdulkas, (2) gaida with tambouras, (3) kaval, (4) gŭdulkas,
(5) gaida (to a cadence).  Parts (1) and (4) feature gŭdulkas, but also serve as sorts of
“tutti” full ensemble sections (see end of chapter for listening guide).

3. Follow the transcription in Figure 5.2 while listening aurally to the melody in its
single phrase of 33 beats.  Try to hear the subdivisions, and tap the first pulse of each
2- or 3-pulse unit. 

4. Discuss the nature of arranged instrumental music as distinctive from the earlier
village music: (a) a suite of dance tunes (rather than one played repeatedly),  (b)
varied meters across the dance tunes (rather than a single meter), (c) harmonies and
chords (rather than unison texture).
_________________________________________________________________
(5) C/U
Page 60
Dance in Transition

Contrast the old and new Bulgarian styles of dance, from village traditions to
government-sponsored arrangements of “people’s dances”.  The old styles featured
short dance patterns in circle formations, where all villagers of every age were invited
to participate in the dances.  Later dances were performed by highly skilled (and often
youthful) dancers, in longer and shorter lines facing the audience, with virtuosic leaps
and stamps, and large movements across the stage.  Explore the presence of older and
newer dance styles in the local community by contacting members of a local
Bulgarian church, who may in fact sponsor periodic social dances or train young
people in a performance-level troupe.  If there is no Bulgarian church or sizable
community nearby, investigate another Slavic (Russian or Serbian, for example) or
Greek community.  
__________________________________________________________________



(6) C/U
Page 60-64
State Support of Music

Individually as a writing assignment or in a class/group, discuss how the emergence
of the Communist Party in Bulgaria helped to transform Bulgarian music. Note these
points: (a) discouragement of religious practices and ancient rituals associated with
fertility and all music of these practices,  (b) support for rural music as an expression
of the proletariat or common people, (c) belief in the power of artistic music to create
the image of the “new man” as bright, prosperous, and progressive. Ask  “How was
traditional rural music considered a symbolic double-edged sword?”  Answer:  While
it was derived from the working people in the villages, it was also associated with the
poverty and exploitation of this working class prior to coming of communism in
1945.  Enumerate the manner in which this problem was solved so as to merge the
techniques of high art/classical music to arrange music of the rural villages.  Refer to
CD tracks 21 and 22 for examples of this merger.
__________________________________________________________________
(7) 7-12, C/U 
CD Track 23
“Polegnala e Todora”, Choral song composed in folk style by Phillip Koutev 

1. Play selection.  Try to find the “felt” divisions of the 11/16 meter, patting the
recurring rhythm 2+2+3+4 (2+2).  

2. Using the standard 4/4 conducting pattern, conduct the 11/16 meter.  Note that the
first two gestures will be equally short, but that the third gestures will take 3 pulses
and the fourth gesture 4 pulses.  Thus, the conducting pattern would feel as such:
“short-short-long-long”, with considerable drag on the last unit.

3. With the recording, sing “D” as the drone pitch (in any octave) for the first eight
measures; the quartet section shifts out of the tonal center.  Notice when, in keeping
the drone, the “D” appears to clash with the harmony.

4. Pronounce the text in rhythm, either by chanting or singing the melody of the top
voice.  Discuss its meaning.

5. See Figure 5.4. Choose a voice part and sight-read it, first on a neutral syllable
such as “loo” and then with the first-verse text.

6. Discuss the development of the piece, and of the sound quality of the voices, and
reasons for it  (see text page 65).  Note in particular the old and new Bulgarian
sound ideals that blend into this arrangement.

7. Learn to sing the song in parts as written.  While it has been traditionally arranged
for women’s ensemble, the parts may be divided and dropped an octave for men’s
voices.



_________________________________________________________________
(8) AA 
CD Track 24
Krivo Plovdivsko Horo (Crooked Dance from the Plovdiv Region)

1. Play selection. Say quietly the meter units: “2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2” as you listen.  Since
these units are played at a quick tempo, you may find that you are just about “there”,
your chanted numbers matching the pace of the phrase. Alternatively, chant “ short,
short, short, long, short, short” or “quick, quick, quick, slow, quick, quick”  (hint: the
meter is the length of melodic phrases of the kaval and tamburas).

2. Try patting the meter units, or clapping them in front of you, noting the slightly
broader and longer movement of “3” in comparison with the “2”s.  Don’t force it:
Relax and let the music guide your patting and clapping.

3. Stand and walk the rhythm, stepping once for every unit of 2s and 3s.  Feel the
drag of the single 3-pulse unit.  The movement is free, unchoreographed, just to allow
the rhythm to sink in and be reinforced.

4. Display a chart that clarifies the order of melodic phrases (all of which are
repeated, some with variation) and the instrument(s) which play in each one.

(See Worksheet 5.1 for listening guide.)
Phrase Instrument
AA Full ensemble
B Kaval  solo with tamburas
B  (repeat) Full ensemble fading in, with bass and chords
C Kaval  solo, with bass, chords,  countermelody
C (repeat) Kaval with full ensemble
D Kaval solo with bass, chords
D (repeat) Kaval with full ensemble
EE Kaval, tamburas, bass, chords, full ensemble
F Kaval, tamburas
F (repeat) Kaval, tamburas, bass enters
G Fade out

5. Discuss what makes this sound neotraditional or new-Bulgarian.
__________________________________________________________________



(9) C/U 
CD Track 25
“Zaspala e moma”, Choral song composed in folk style by Stefan Dragostinov.  

1. Play selection. Ask  “What is the meter?”  Answer:  Duple!  “What makes it
Bulgarian—besides the language?” The close dissonant vocal harmonies.  

2. Discuss why this could or could not be mistaken for other late twentieth century
pieces.  
__________________________________________________________________
(10) E, 7-12
Page 68-69
Factory-Instruments

The manufacturing of instruments over the last century has made for major changes
in the sound of Bulgarian wedding band music.  Investigate and discuss as a
class/group these instruments and their development and incorporation into the music
of these bands. Discuss instruments from the most traditional (gaida, tamboura, kaval,
gŭdulka, tŭpan) to the more modern (clarinet, accordion, trumpet and other brass
instruments, violin, drum cymbal, drum kit, saxophone, electric bass, guitar,
synthesizer).
_________________________________________________________________
(11) AA
CD Tracks 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 15 
Comparing Wedding Band Music.  Listen to these selections, all versions of
wedding bands, and compare them using a chart such as the one below (see
Worksheet 5.2 for displayable chart.).

Explore Radost Ivanova’s Traditional Bulgarian Wedding,  Sofia: Svyat Publishers,
1987 for further discussion of music at Bulgarian weddings.

Instruments       # Melodies        # Solos    Solos by Which Instrument?
   Selection 1
                  
                   2
                  
                   5
                  
                  6
                 
                 10
                 
                 23
__________________________________________________________________



(12) C/U
Pages 70-73
From Public Support to Private Consumership

Discuss as a class/group the changes to wedding band music in the 1980s, as the
patronage of these bands moved beyond state control to payment by increasingly
wealthy consumers.  Note in particular these developments: (a) Elements of popular
music began to seep into the music, along with more powerful sound systems;  (b)
Performance became more soloistic and virtuosic, with elaborate improvisations
inspired by jazz and popular music; (c) Elements of Gypsy music, include the
kyuchek dance, “orientalisms” (such as Turkish non-metrical improvisations called
taksims), and music from neighboring Balkan countries, were merged into the music.
_________________________________________________________________
(13) AA
CD Track 26
Pravo Horo, by Ivo Papazov 

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer:  Clarinet, saxophone,
accordion, electric bass, drum set. 

2. Identify the elements and influences mentioned above (popular music, jazz-like
improvisations, Gypsy and Balkan features). Challenge students as listeners to discern
the use of syncopation, arpeggiation, chromaticisms, and melodies with a melodic
range of more than an octave.  Ask student performers to consider the potential
difficulties in playing this piece “up to speed”.
  __________________________________________________________________
(14) AA
CD Track 27
A Suite of tunes by Shumentsi (a wedding band) 

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Clarinet, saxophone, accordian,
guitar, electric bass,  drum set.

2. Compare this loud staccato sound, with its frequently brief phrases, its “groove”,
its metallic flavor, with folk and folk-styled compositions such as CD selections 5 and
6.  While Shumentsi’s performance is Bulgarian at heart and in spirit, how do
elements like syncopation, chromaticisms, a rhythmic “groove”, and wild
improvisations by individual instruments move this music into the frame of jazz you
may have heard?
___________________________________________________________________



(15) E, 7-12
Page 72
Iconic Representation 

1. In Bulgaria, Russia, and other Slavic cultures, “icon” often refers to religious
paintings found in some of their massive onion-domed churches.  Look for examples
of these icons, paintings of the Christ figure, Mary, his mother, patron saints, and
patriarchal figures of the church. While in search of these paintings, gather also
photographs of the churches in which they would be housed.  In the library, look for
photo collections of Byzantine art, and books on the Eastern Orthodox Church that
was centered in Constantinople, then Byzantium, now Istanbul. See, for example,
www.metmuseum.org/explore/Byzantiumbyzhome.html/ .

2. Look for examples of other iconic representations of Bulgarian people and culture.
Consider architectural features of historical houses of the elite political figures and of
the common folk, articles of traditional clothing (now often the “costumes” of
musicians and dancers), household items, and jewelry. The local library may hold, or
can receive on loan from another library, relevant sources of information.  
__________________________________________________________________
(16) 7-12, CU
Page 71-73
The Politics of Wedding Music

The wedding band music of Bulgaria has its own history of reflecting the political
culture of the nation.  Lead a class/group discussion of its association with
government policies and positions and then its period of reflecting anti-state
sentiments.   Devise a chart to enumerate the musical qualities of the wedding band
during these two historical periods.  See Worksheet 5.3 for displayable chart.

Pro-State Bands Anti-State Bands
Highly arranged Partly arranged (responsive also to audience

reactions and interests)
Traditional instruments Modern instruments
Narrow-range melodies                      Wide-range melodies
Diatonic melodies Chromatic melodies
Acoustic                                           Amplified, electric
Little-to-no improvisation                         Improvisation
__________________________________________________________________

http://www.metmuseum.org/explore/Byzantiumbyzhome.html/


Worksheet 5.1

For CD Track 22: Listening Guide for Instrumental Suite from the Pazardzhik Region

Follow the guide for the opening sections of the music, and write your
own beyond the tempo change at (5).  

(1) Six Gŭdulkas (bowed lutes)
Repeated melodic phrases

(2) Gaida (bagpipe) with tambouras (plucked lutes)
Two melodic phrases which repeat multiple times

(3) Kaval (flute)
           Two four-measure phrases 
(4) Six Gŭdulkas 

Repeated melodic phrases
(5) Gaida (tempo slows to a cadence)

    And then what?

    (6) _______________________________________________

    (7) _______________________________________________

    Fade out…

________________________________________________



Worksheet 5.1

For CD Track 24: Listening Guide for Krivo Plovdivsko Horo

Follow the guide while listening to the phrases and identify the instruments.

Phrase           Instrument
   
  (1) AA                Full ensemble

  (2) B                   _______ solo with tambouras

  (3) B (repeat)     Full ensemble fading in with bass and chords

  (4) C                  ________solo, with bass, chords, countermelody

  (5)              C (repeat)      ________solo, with full ensemble

  (6) D                  ________solo, with bass and chords

  (7) D (repeat)    ________solo, with full ensemble

  (8) EE               ________, ___________, bass, chords, full ensemble

  (9) F                  _________, ___________

  (10) F (repeat)    _________, ___________, bass

  (11) G                Fade out….



Worksheet 5.2

For CD Tracks 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 15: Comparison Chart for Wedding Music.

     Compare the wedding band music on these selections. Name the
instruments you hear overall, the instrumental solos, and the number of
different melodies on each selection.
               

  Instruments     # Melodies      # Solos     Solo instruments

 1

 2

 5

 9

10

11

15



Worksheet 5.3

For Pages 68-73: Comparison Chart for Pro-State and Anti-State

     Complete this comparison of musical qualities of wedding bands during the
pro-state and anti-state periods of recent Bulgarian times.

Pro-State Bands      Anti-State Bands

Highly arranged music      __________________________

Traditional instruments      __________________________

Melodies of narrow-range      __________________________

Diatonic melodies      __________________________

Acoustic sound sources      __________________________

Little-to-no improvisation     ________________________


